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Abstract:
Single cell sequencing experiments almost exclusively analyze cells' "gene expression". Yet, more
than 95% of human genes are alternatively spliced or subject to regulated RNA processing that can
result in isoforms of the same "gene" with opposite functions. Despite the need to quantify RNA
variants of the same gene, methods to do so are lacking in the field. Dr. Salzman will discuss two
new statistical methods to identify cell type-specific RNA regulation: 1) generalization of a metric on
which the splicing field has long relied: “Percent Spliced In” (PSI) called the "Splicing Z score"
(SpliZ); and 2) a new metric to detect alternative RNA processing. Both methods can be applied to
any RNAseq data, however our focus is on using them to study single cell RNA-seq. Dr. Salzman
will discuss analysis of single cell RNAseq data including findings from analysis of > 100K carefully
curated single cells from 12 human tissues and spermatogenic development.

Suggested Readings:
● Coverage-dependent bias creates the appearance of binary splicing in single cells
● The SZS is an efficient statistical method to identify regulated splicing events in

droplet-based RNA sequencing

About the Salzman Lab:
The Salzman lab is primarily a computational data science laboratory focused on studying RNA
biology with a secondary focus on validation and novel experimental design to enable statistical
analysis of RNA expression. Members develop new data science methods to analyze the
mechanism and function gene expression and RNA splicing. They design new methodology aiming
to uncover how splicing is regulated at a single cell level and is dysregulated in diseases from viral
infections to cancer. They have active work in the area of analysis of massive single-cell sequencing
projects such as Tabula Sapiens, spatial genomics and analysis of host response to SARS-CoV-2.
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